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Abstract

In this paper we present our study on language behavior
of Twitter users during two kinds of influential events,
namely, natural disasters and political elections. In our
study we analyze credibility of information included by
users in tweets in the above-mentioned situations, by
classifying the information in two kinds: Primary Infor-
mation (first-hand reports) and Secondary Information
(second-hand reports, retweets1, etc.). We also perform
sentiment analysis of the data to check user attitude to-
ward the occurring events.

Introduction
The main purpose of Social Networking Services (SNS),
such as facebook2 or mixi3, is communication with friends
and acquaintances. Compared to such SNS, twitter4 is a kind
of service often used for slightly different purpose, namely
the dissemination and broadcasting of information. For ex-
ample, by using the unique features such as “retweet” or
“hashtags” it is possible to broadcast information to a count-
less number of users more easily than on other SNS. Nowa-
days, twitter has become an important source of information
in everyday life. It affects people’s decision making and has
become an object of numerous research (Kamishima 2007;
Iwaki et al. 2009; Tanaka and Tajima 2010; Kazama et al.
2010; Fujisaka et al. 2010; Jiang et al. 2011; Umejima et
al. 2011). For example, Kuwano et al. extracted from twitter
tourism-related information (Kuwano et al. 2012). Aramaki
et al. used twitter to predict the spread of influenza (Aramaki
et al. 2011). Umejima et al. performed an analysis of fac-
tual information on twitter to filter out and prevent spreading
false rumors (Umejima et al. 2011). It has been also noticed
that the speed of information spreading on twitter can be
useful in times of emergencies and natural disasters, such as
the Great East Japan Earthquake, which occurred on 11th of
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1ReTweet, or RT is a function on twitter that allows users to
highlight that a tweet contains a citation of a tweet posted by an-
other user.

2https://www.facebook.com/
3http://mixi.jp/
4https://twitter.com/

March 2011 (Tateiri 2011). Finally, the importance of infor-
mation spreading on twitter was noticed by the government
of Japan, and for the first time in history caused allowing the
use of Internet as a place for election campaign during the
recent Upper House elections on 21st July 2013 (Miyabe et
al. 2011). All the above indicates that SNS is rapidly becom-
ing an important part of the society infrastructure.

In general, appropriate selection of information is impor-
tant especially when it comes to the gathering of information
in times of emergency and making decisions based on such
information. A lot of information appears on twitter, some
of it contains private opinions about a variety of topics. This
also includes appearing of various hoax tweets and false ru-
mors unrelated to the general topic and mixed into the main
thread. Therefore, a method for extracting only valid and
useful tweets from a jumble of information on twitter be-
comes essential. It is important to ensure the accuracy and
the uniformity of the extracted information.

One of the means to determine the accuracy of infor-
mation is using the concept of primary and secondary in-
formation. Primary information refers to the kind of infor-
mation that a person directly saw, heard or personally did.
Secondary information refers to indirect information such
as re-posting or re-telling what was described by someone
else (third party), such as describing friend’s opinions about
books, or what someone saw on TV.

Moreover, it has been pointed out by Kobayashi et al.
that when making decisions or when evaluating some-
thing (books, movies, products), people are always sub-
ject to psychological effects caused by external information
(Kobayashi et al. 2008). Kahneman and Tversky call this the
“cognitive bias” which hinder the perception of pure facts
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1972). In situations of decision
making on the basis of ambiguous information the existence
of the cognitive bias factor causes the “initial value” (per-
son’s background, or what they experienced previously) to
affect the final judgment through the “anchor effect” (tak-
ing our background for granted). This causes the person to
collect or remember only the information that is convenient
for them, or to reinforce the prejudicial information, which
is also called the “confirmation bias”. The existence of the
cognitive bias and related effects influencing the decision-
making process of a person becomes a problem in situations
of emergency or events of great importance, when obtaining
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Figure 1: Ratio of primary, secondary and other information in
tweets from the time of the Great East Japan Earthquake.

the accurate and unbiased information is crucial for making
appropriate judgments.

In this study, in order to obtain accurate information of
high uniformity to perform information triage (Marshall and
Shipman 1997; Macskassy and Provost 2001; Macskassy
et al. 2001), we firstly perform a preliminary study using
a sample of tweet logs from the time of the Great East
Japan Earthquake. The basic tweet classification rules de-
fined in the preliminary study are further used to classify
other tweets by dividing them into representing either pri-
mary or secondary information. We also use these rules to
analyze tweets from the time of general elections. In the lat-
ter we found out that a third kind of information needs to be
recognized. We call it the “sesquiary” information, and place
it between primary and secondary information. We analyze
the tweet logs related to elections in accordance with the
new rules, and investigate the effectiveness of the classifica-
tion rules.

Analysis of Tweets from the Great Earthquake
In this section we perform the study of tweets from the time
of the Great East Japan Earthquake and describe the results
of classification of those tweets.

We used the data provided by Twitter Japan in the Big
Data Project5. The tweets represent a time period of one
week from March 11 to March 17. from the time of the Great
East Japan Earthquake.

After omitting 151 tweets from before the earthquake, we
randomly extracted 6,000 tweets and analyzed them manu-
ally by six project members (expert annotators, each anno-
tator analyzed 1,000 tweets). The manual analysis revealed
that many of the tweets were actually retweets or contained
other second-hand information. This lead us to divide the
information into primary information and secondary infor-
mation.

Primary information refers to the kind of information that
a person directly saw, heard or personally did. Secondary
information refers to indirect information such as re-posting
or re-telling what was described by someone else, such as

5https://sites.google.com/site/prj311/

Table 1: Examples of each type of information found in the
Earthquake tweets.

describing friend’s opinions about books, or what someone
saw on TV. It is indirect information described on the Inter-
net by the third party.

The primary information was represented by 1,539 tweets
(26%), secondary information was represented by 2,083
tweets (36 %), other kinds of information not coming un-
der the definition of either primary or secondary information
was represented by 2,227 tweets (38%) (Fig. 1). An example
of each type of information is represented in Table 1.

Primary information is represented by tweets in which
users directly describe their own state, such as samui (“I’m
cold”) or tsurai (“It’s so hard...”). There were many tweets of
this kind. In such tweets the speaker refers to themselves us-
ing first person expressions, such as watashi (“I”), or boku
(“I”, or “me”). Apart from this, a frequent expression ap-
pearing in primary information tweets was nau (“now”).
Also an expression indicating that the user is describing
their own present state was the use of rhetorical figure called
taigen-dome (ending a sentence with a noun or noun phrase
often used in Japanese poems, for example “shining stars”
instead of “stars are shining”).

Comparing to primary information there was a larger
amount of secondary information. However, much of this in-
formation was directed outside of the affected areas. Apart
from that, there were numerous retweets containing infor-
mation about the lifeline between the outside areas and the
areas affected by the disaster, or in-tweet citations such as
...to no koto (“it is said that/they say that...”), or ...rashii (“ap-
parently...”).
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Table 2: Definition of primary information with examples form election tweets.
Classification criteria Example / Romanization / Translation
Tweets containing facts which one could directly confirm such as
things one personally saw, heard, or did.

/ Aomori-ken nai no shūinsen no rikkōho yoteisha dōga wo satsuei
shimashita / I took a video of an expected candidate for the House
of Representatives elections in Aomori Prefecture

Tweets containing predicative expressions, such as -da, or -dearu.
Tweets containing unofficial retweets and one’s personal opinions
about them.

Unofficial retweets with one’s own other contents. / Shiji soshiki no jichirō no fushimatsu wo zeikin tsukkonde rik-
abari shita dake de jiman dekiru jisseki dewa nai yo ne. RT @ /
Just by recovering by putting people’s tax money to cover up the
misconducts of self-governing body workers of one’s supporting
organizations is not yet an achievement of which one should be
boastful. RT @

Original tweets posted as with an annotation kakusan-kibo
(kakusan-kibō (“spread the news”) is an annotation used only in
Japanese tweets which inform other users that the tweet was writ-
ten to be widely retweeted; similar in English to #RT). / [Kakusan-kibō] Fukuoka 10-ku no zen kōho-sha no seisaku wo

dōga de chekku dekimasu. / [Kakusan-kibo] You can check the
videos showing the policy of all candidates from Fukuoka District
10.

Tweets containing annotation #RT (similar to kakusan-kibo) except
those which have a possibility of rumor (containing phrases like
...rashii, or ...mitai)

/ Senkyo jōho saito “Erekutopedia” saito no shūchi ni go kyōryoku
onegai itashimasu # RT / Pease help in making the election infor-
mation site ”Electopedia” widely known. # RT

Tweets containing phrase ...nau (“now”) (A phrase indicating that
a person is doing something at the moment of writing).

/ Ashita kara no senkyo ni mukete gakushū nau. (To iitsutsu netto
nau / Learning for the upcoming elections now. (Actually just surf-
ing on the Web now

Definition of Rules for Detection of Primary and
Secondary Information

Based on the classification results of the tweet logs of the
Great East Japan Earthquake, we defined rules (a set of cri-
teria) for the classification of this kind of contents.

In tweets like these, posted during the times requiring ur-
gent decision making, what is important is the accuracy of
the information. If one wants to focus on the accuracy infor-
mation it is useful to classify the contents into primary and
secondary information.

Primary information refers to the kind of information that
a person directly saw, heard or personally did. Secondary in-
formation refers to indirect information such as re-posting or
re-telling what was described by someone else (third party),
such as describing friend’s opinions about books, or what
someone saw on TV.

The detailed criteria for classification of primary informa-
tion are represented in Table 2. The detailed criteria for clas-
sification of secondary information are represented in Table
3.

Analysis of Election Tweets
We analyzed two types of elections taking place in differ-
ent periods of time. Firstly, we analyzed tweets about Lower
House elections (elections to the House of Representatives).
Basing on the analysis of those tweets we redefined the clas-
sification criteria. Next, we performed additional analysis of
tweets about Upper House elections (elections to the House
of Councilors).

Lower House Election Tweets
In order to classify the tweets about the general elections,
we used a service site called Hashtag Cloud6. This site pro-
vides all tweets saved from a week back grouped by hash-
tags. Therefore, we started the search by looking for a hash-
tag “# general elections” and downloading all tweets con-
taining this hashtag. We began the downloading process on
3rd December 2012 (the day of public announcement of the
elections) and started collecting the tweets day by day (the
process still continues).

In the analysis we used only the tweets which appeared
between 3 to 4 December 2012. There were 1,503 tweets.

6http://hashtagcloud.net/
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Table 3: Definition of secondary information with examples form election tweets.
Classification criteria
Tweets citing or referring to news or news sites (by using URL address or phrases such as “News about...”).
Official RT: Tweets which represent a an official twitter citation form containing Somebody else’s tweet.
This allows one to easily forward the particular tweet to one’s followers.
Tweets containing phrases indicating second-hand information, such as “I heard/saw that...”, or “Apparently...”.
Unofficial RT not containing one’s personal opinions nor other contents.

Figure 2: Ratio of primary and secondary information in Lower
House election tweets

The tweets obtained by using the “# general elections” hash-
tag were longer in number of characters than the length of
usual tweets7 (approximately 30 characters longer). They
also contained more decisive and conclusive expressions.
Moreover, compared to 23% of the average ratio of replies8,
the number of replies to election-related tweets was very
low, only 5%.

Among all 1,503 tweets, the primary information was rep-
resented by 88% (1,317) of the tweets, and the secondary
information by merely 12% (186) of the tweets (see Fig.2.)

In addition, out of 82 unofficial retweets, 57 have been
classified as primary information, out of 64 tweets contain-
ing annotation “# RT”, 52 was classified as primary informa-
tion. In unofficial RT there were many comment supporting
the tweets introducing political parties, and personal opin-
ions about tweets regarding amendments to the constitution.
In “# RT” there were also people who put a link to the site
supporting the election.

In secondary information, there were official RT which
copied the poster of the elections, and tweets containing
phrases like “They say that there is a an election campaign
speech at...”. Moreover, out of total number of 1,503 tweets,
997 contained some kind of URL information, and infor-
mation about candidates which could be influential on the

7http://teapipin.blog10.fc2.com/blog-entry-294.html
8http://b.hatena.ne.jp/entry/www. tom-

myjp.com/2010/10/7123rt6.html

Figure 3: Classification of Lower House election tweets into
positive, negative and neutral.

choice of the a candidate. For example, there were 197
tweets containing links to a list of election candidates di-
vided by each district. This kind of information is often
included in primary information tweets and often contains
positive or negative opinions about political parties.

Next, from the overall 1,317 primary information tweets
we randomly extracted a thousand and classified them into
three categories: positive, negative, neutral. Objective opin-
ions were considered as neutral. In the result of classifi-
cation, out of 1,000 tweets, there was 68 (7%) of positive
tweets, 771 (77%) of neutral tweets and 161 (16%) of nega-
tive tweets (see Fig. 3).

In positive tweets there were many direct positive expres-
sions about particular political parties, such as “I support the
party of...!”. In negative tweets there were many expressions
such as “I will never vote for the party of...”. There was also
a great deal of neutral tweets which contained lists of candi-
dates for each city district.

Primary, Secondary and “Sesquiary” Information
Based on the analysis results of tweet logs from both the
Great East Japan Earthquake and the general election tweet
logs we redefined our classification criteria.

It was not possible to apply to the general election tweets
the classification criteria from the Great East Japan Earth-
quake alone, due to the fact that in tweets about the gen-
eral elections different information is often considered as
important. In the disaster tweets the factual information is
the most important. In the election tweets, users often write
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Table 4: Redefinition of classification rules

Tweet type Prim
ary

Sesquiary

Secondary

Example

- Factual Information © These are historically first elections after raising the ban for Internet elections
- Description of an action © I went to give my vote
- Decisive expressions © Taro Yamamoto will be elected with no doubt
- Interview contents © Making bad guys out of politicians leads to nothing / Interview with Sugawara Taku
- Policy © Policy 1. of Tamiya Kaichi: Voice of the people is more important than the pressure of

large companies
- Expression of an intention © I’m going to the elections!!
- Emotional expressions © Congratulations Taro Yamamoto!! I’m so happy for you!
- Opinions © Taro Yamamoto, talk in a more concise way!
- A call to action © Let’s vote everyone without abstention!
- Introduction of an URL
link

© Wanna know how Dietmen’re really thinking? Check here!

- Official RT ©
- Things seen on TV (in-
cluding facts)

© Here is again Ikegami the stabilizer with a quick report of votes counted!

- Expressions indicating a
rumor

© This arse interfering in the city council elections, they say he is a supporter of the oppo-
sition

- Written reproduction of
original information

© Intention to resign in case of defeat in elections in Tokyo - Asahi Shimbun Digital

- Citations © “Its possible to achieve something big only by helping each other”. by Nakatomi Noka-
mako

about their political preferences, thus it was also important
to take into consideration information from the borderline
of pure fact and rumor, such as opinions, or emotional atti-
tudes. This kind of information in the Earthquake tweets is
mostly considered as noise. However, in election tweets, pri-
vate opinions and emotional comments could become useful
as a reference. Therefore it is important to distinguish this
kind of information from the rest and annotate it separately.

To do this we have defined a third kind of information not
being primary or secondary information, though keeping a
structure of its own, namely, “sesquiary”9 information (see
Table4).

Many tweets represent mixed information. If in order to
solve this conflict we applied the following heuristic rules.

1. If a tweet contains different kinds of information, priority
is given to the kind of lower density;

2. In cases of only sesquiary and secondary information ap-
pearing in a tweet priority is given to secondary informa-
tion.

Additional Analysis
Having redefined the original rules we performed additional
analysis of the Great Earthquake tweets and the Lower
House Election tweets. Moreover we performed additional
analysis on completely new data containing tweets from the
time of Upper House Elections.

9“sesqui-” = 1.5

Great Earthquake Tweets
Except the tweets we used as the data for classification, we
randomly selected another 600 tweets. This data, unlike the
data that was collected by limiting the topic to specific key-
words, such as ”# general elections”, etc., was gathered from
all tweets that appeared after the earthquake. Therefore, the
average string length of a tweet and the number of replies
was close to the general average.

When categorized according to the original definitions,
the data contained 30% of primary information (183 tweets),
25% of secondary information (148 tweets), and 45% of
other (269 tweets). See Figure 4 for details. The tweets that
stood out consisted of incomprehensible entries, such as
“@——— njgo” or contained single words, such as Yahoo-
bokin (“Yahoo donations”).

When categorized according to the redefined rules, the
data contained 23% of primary information (141 tweets),
35% of sesquiary information (210 tweets), 25% of sec-
ondary information (148 tweets), and 17% of other (101
tweets). See Figure 5 for details. The tweets that stood
out contained entries resembling talking to oneself, such as
“Souieba sotsugyoushiki dounaru no darou.” (“BTW, What
will happen with the graduation ceremony?”), or greetings
sent to other users, such as “@————- Itterasshaaai!”
(“Bon voyage!/See you later!”).

Lower House Election Tweets
Next we categorized the previously used election tweets
according to the redefined rules. The data contained 30%
of primary information (449 tweets), 57% of sesquiary in-
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Figure 4: A breakdown of classification of the additional
Earthquake tweets according to the original criteria.

Figure 5: A breakdown of classification of the additional
Earthquake tweets according to the redefined criteria.

formation (849 tweets), and 13% of secondary information
(194 tweets). See Figure 6 for details.

There was still a small number of tweets (11 cases, 0.7%)
which did not fit into any of the information categories.
There were no incomprehensible tweets or greetings like in
the Earthquake tweets. However, there were tweets which
used hashtags and unofficial retweets, such as “#Sousenkyo
RT @show-you-all : ishin/jimin no ushiro ni wa, Hashimoto
Tōru ya...” (“#General elections RT @show-you-all : Be-
hind the Restoration and the Liberal Democratic Party, Oh,
its Tōru Hashimoto...”)

Upper House Election Tweets
Using Hashtag Cloud we have collected an additional set of
tweets for classification. The set consisted of tweets from
the 23rd regular election of members of the Japanese House
of Councilors (Upper House election). We collected 22,176
tweets from the time period of 4th of July 2013 (official an-
nouncement of the election) to 21st of July 2013.

From the obtained data we extracted 93 Official retweets
as secondary information and from the remaining 22,083 we
randomly extracted 2,000 tweets for classification. Average
length of election tweets this time was 45 characters, which
is approximately 15 characters longer than in usual tweets.

Figure 6: A breakdown of re-classification of the Lower
House election tweets according to the redefined criteria.

Figure 7: A breakdown of classification of Upper House
election tweets (redefined criteria).

This means that election tweets contain more information in
general. Primary information was represented by 711 tweets
(36%), sesquiary information by 933 tweets (47%) and sec-
ondary information by 286 tweets (14%) (see Fig.7).

There were also 70 tweets (3%) which did not fit in any of
the three categories. These tweets consisted of only hastags,
place names or greetings. Unofficial retweets were in most
cases classified as sesquiary information (135 tweets), and
sometimes as primary information (29 tweets). As an inter-
esting remark, 90% of all data classified as primary informa-
tion also contained some amount of secondary information.
Moreover, none of the primary information tweets contained
either positive or negative contents (all primary information
tweets were neutral).

Discussion
In general, the Great East Japan Earthquake tweets con-
tained much of highly accurate and reliable information (pri-
mary information), but they also contained much noise espe-
cially with regards to the areas affected by the earthquake.

Within all unofficial retweets from general election for
the Lower House (82 tweets), there were 57 tweets (69.5%)
which contained primary information. Before the classifica-
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Figure 8: Tweets which appeared in each day till the day of
election.

tion we assumed that all or almost all of unofficial retweets
would contain primary information. The fact that more than
30% of unofficial retweets contained secondary information
was an unexpected result. This means that there were many
tweets for which the authors did not want to send an official
retweet but still wanted the cited tweet to spread.

Also, in tweets containing URL information, there were
many which contained information helpful for voters. This
finding could be useful in specifying helpful information in
the future.

When focused on the opinionated information within the
primary information, 77 % of tweets contained neutral ex-
pressions. Neutral tweets contained objective opinions writ-
ten from neutral perspective, which could become useful for
other voters to make their choice in the election. This means
that automatically extracting neutral tweets from primary in-
formation could help in extraction of useful information in
the future. Tweets that contained either positive or negative
information usually impose user’s individual biased ideas
and cannot be considered as useful in gathering information
for elections. However, since ratio of positive and negative
information for each political party could become a useful
information (for example in predicting election results), a
deeper analysis and more strict discrimination standards are
required.

On 3rd of December (election official announcement day)
there were 623 tweets, whereas on 16th December (voting
day) there were as many as 13,093 tweets. Number of tweets
per day increases as it approaches the voting day, reaches its
peak on the two days of 16th and 17th of December and
slowly decreases thereafter. From the fact that there was a
large number of tweets during the voting days we infer that
many users focused on the results of the election. Therefore,
there is a possibility that the tweets that appeared around the
official announcement day and the voting day are likely to
contain different kinds of information.

In the election tweets that were classified by redefined
rules based on the analysis results of the two first exper-

iments we were able to extract primary information more
precisely. However, there were still tweets which remained
unclassified, such as the ones containing greetings. In the fu-
ture it is necessary to consider how to handle these cases as
well

The classification results show that there was as much as
47 % of the sesquiary information and the average length
of one tweet was longer than usual. This means that people
were more interested in expressing their own opinions than
retweeting other people’s opinions, which indicates an inter-
est in politics in general. However, the third lowest voting
rate in the history of postwar Japan10 does not confirm this
interest in actual behavior of voters.

Fig.8 shows that the closer it is to the election day, the
number of tweets is increasing, which suggests that people
are in general interested in the election as such. Also, the age
of twitter users corresponds to the increase in the younger
age groups taking part in the elections11, which means that
SNS, such as twitter could positively influence social and
political awareness. Because of this visible influence of SNS
on social and political life, on April 19, 2013 Japan allowed
for using Internet as a venue for political campaigns. How-
ever, this does not necessarily result in people’s going to the
elections and the number of election tweets cannot be con-
sidered as related in any way to the voting rate.

All primary information tweets were neutral. This indi-
cates that by applying the idea of sesquiary information we
were able to reduce the noise in primary information. Al-
though there were tweets containing both primary and sec-
ondary information (for example, “Historically first elec-
tions after raising the ban for Internet elections. Let’s go
voting everyone!”), we did not go into details of those this
time. The presence of such cases means that sometimes
tweets classified as primary information could contain some
amount of positive or negative opinions. This could influ-
ence user’s cognitive bias and therefore all tweets classified
as primary information on the document level should be also
in the future re-classified on sentence level.

Conclusions
In this paper we presented our macroanalysis study of user
linguistic behavior in tweets of two kinds: disaster tweets
and election tweets. In particular we focused on the time
of the Great East Japan Earthquake and the Lower and the
Upper House elections.

As a basic idea, we assumed that people use SNS in their
decision-making or present status determination. Since it is
important in such situation to automatically extract valid pri-
mary information, we firstly analyzed the earthquake tweets
and defined rules for our classification criteria. Next, we
classified election tweets based on these criteria and found
out that even in primary information tweets there could be
other information which influences reader’s cognitive bias,
and thus it is necessary to further divide factual information

10http://sankei.jp.msn.com/politics/news
/130722/elc13072202420023-n1.htm

11http://web-tan.forum.impressrd.jp/e/2012/05/11/12694
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from opinionated information. This kind of information, nei-
ther being primary nor secondary information, though still
preserving the structure of its own, we called “sesquiary in-
formation”. It becomes especially important in the time of
elections when people look for opinions about the candi-
dates. However, it is also useful in the time of a disaster.
Right after the disaster occurs it is the most important to
quickly obtain only the primary information. However, after
the first phase of emergency passes and people begin to look
for appropriate information to support their further plan-
ning and decision making, the sesquiary information greatly
gains on importance as well.

Therefore, we redefined the classification rules based on
the analysis of the Great East Japan Earthquake tweets and
the tweets for the general election to the House of Repre-
sentatives. We used the new classification rules to reanalyze
the both types of data. Moreover, we gathered new data from
the time of later election to the House of Councilors. We col-
lected all tweets from 4th to 21 of July appearing under the
hashtag “# elections” and analyzed accordingly a randomly
selected sample of 2,000 tweets. We were able to confirm the
effectiveness of the re-defined classification rules. In a fur-
ther investigation into the opinionated contents of primary
information tweets, we found out that all those tweets were
neutral. However, since some of them contained sesquiary
information, which could cause cognitive bias on readers,
further post-processing of such cases is necessary.
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